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Chapter 311 Don’t start a country war 

wind and cloud blade had reason to boast. after obtaining the divine weapon axe, his combat strength 

had greatly improved. 

Moreover, he just happened to run into them. The consecutive battles with Guild Subjugator had really 

made him look impressive. 

from now on, you have to be more careful when you go out. Look at how many times you’ve killed 

Subjugator. Be careful of them shooting you in the dark, hehe. 

“Haha, let me do the math. in dreamcloud city, six-barreled boss defeated subjugator once, three times 

in the guild challenge, and three times just now. he defeated him seven times in total.” 

“damn, seven times in two days, hehe.” 

“why do your words sound so strange?” 

would the six-barreled boss be afraid of them? who would dare to shoot him? it’s already good enough 

that he doesn’t shoot others. 

“Do six-barreled bosses need a black gun to fight others? Anyone within range will be killed.” 

that’s right. Even the domineering King can’t block three shots from the six-barreled boss. 

we’ve made a name for ourselves by continuously defeating the domineering aura. We’ll be able to 

recruit a good batch of players when we reach Level 4. 

“Not bad, we need to recruit more high-end players.” 

” anything will do. with our strength, there will naturally be people who want to join. ” 

Speaking of which, when is the next guild ranking? our wind and cloud Guild’s ranking this year should 

be able to move up a few places, right? ” 

of course. I don’t dare to think about the first place for now, but the second and third are still possible, 

right? ” 

the second place is a little uncertain, but the third place should not be a problem. 

The wind and cloud Guild was indeed very strong. 

although they had managed to defeat the domineering aura guild a few times in the past two days, they 

had the advantage of the terrain. 

However, the strength of the wind and cloud Guild was clear for all to see. 

Especially when it came to the level of high-end players, the wind and cloud Guild was no worse than 

any other Guild. 



He could even be said to be the strongest. 

They had four divine weapons, four ultimate skills, and a few spiritual weapons. 

with just these, they could leave the other guilds in the dust. 

Moreover, there were many members in the Guild who were fully equipped with red equipment. 

If it was a small-scale battle, they were really not afraid of anyone. 

The continuous war between the wind and cloud Guild and the domineering aura Guild would not be 

peaceful for the entire game. 

Many people in the game were watching. 

in the past, the domineering king had always been extremely overbearing and had offended many 

people. 

But he was strong and had many brothers, so no one could do anything to him. 

Other than the war god Guild, the other players and guilds were afraid of domineering King. 

As such, they were very happy that domineering aura had fallen at the hands of wind and cloud. 

Everyone was gloating. 

Now that someone had taught the domineering King a lesson, everyone was of course secretly happy. 

Even the players from the state of Qin were starting to feel dissatisfied with the domineering King, who 

kept causing trouble everywhere. 

It had implicated the other innocent Qin players. 

The key was to fight against the wind and cloud Guild. It was fine if they couldn’t win, but what was the 

point of fighting them head-on? Everyone needs to level up. 

The world Channel: 

congratulations to the wind and cloud Guild for defeating Subjugator. 

I do have to congratulate you. Congratulations +1. 

haha, congratulations +2. 

congratulations +3. 

” congratulations +100086. ” 

this time, the domineering King has been completely defeated. 

yes, I heard that he died again today, and his level dropped to 29. 

“To be exact, he fell down a few times, but he was resurrected a few times before.” 

pity my ass. It’s best to die in the novice village. 



“I just want to know, will Subjugator still go to the wind and cloud Guild to fight? Shouldn’t they fight 

until they win?” 

are you kidding me? only an idiot would continue fighting unless he took the wrong medicine. 

“Yeah, they still can’t beat him.” 

the wind and cloud Guild is also playing dirty. They’re just guarding the respawn point and don’t even 

come out to fight. 

it’s fine as long as they can win. Why do you care how they fight? it’s all because the tyrant king has an 

iron head. He just has to charge head-on. 

you’re right. Just blame Subjugator for being too headstrong. He doesn’t even need to charge in. As long 

as he blocks the wind and cloud Guild inside, they’ll have to come out eventually. At the very least, 

they’ll have to return to the city to repair their equipment, right? ” 

“Are you kidding me? how long will the traffic be? The wind and cloud Guild is in beast King Valley, so 

they can farm one or two without going back. Do you really think that Subjugator will just wait there 

with his men?” 

it doesn’t matter if we wait for two days. It’s better than losing, right? ” 

... 

even if he is willing to defend, there is no way that the millions of players from the state of Qin will 

defend with him. Don’t they have to go and farm monsters? how can they just foolishly defend the 

place? ” 

you’re right. Without the millions of players from the state of Qin, even Subjugator Guild might not be 

able to defeat wind and cloud Guild. What’s the point of defending then? ” 

the wind and cloud Guild has beaten up Subjugator so badly. I don’t think Subjugator will be satisfied 

with this. There’ll be more to fight in the future. 

I thought of a problem. The players of Chu and Qin have been in constant conflict. Could it be that a 

World War is about to start? ” 

” you don’t say. in the past, i thought that it wouldn’t be that easy to trigger a world war. however, now 

that they’re fighting so intensely, if a world war happens every day in the future, it would be a little 

unreasonable if it still can’t be triggered. ” 

that’s right, let them fight. Let’s start the country war as soon as possible and let us see what kind of 

game the country war in the New World is like. Hehe.” 

that’s right. The country war is something that we are looking forward to. I hope that they will fight it 

out soon. 

you guys are really too much. Isn’t it easy to trigger a World War? you just have to kill foreign players 

every day. 

I’m just playing around. There’s only one or two of them. What’s the use of killing people? ” 



who cares if he’s useful or not. I’m going to Heaven’s Gate to kill people. Tremble in fear, you scum. 

After the battle, the battlefield was also cleaned up. 

... 

The members of wind and cloud who were still alive continued to farm monsters. 

As for the players on the ground, they had no choice but to wait for the support’s skills to cool down 

before they could be revived. 

Although they had successfully repelled Subjugator, the wind and cloud Guild had also suffered 

significant losses. 

At least 20000 people fell to the ground. 

Fortunately, they had won in the end. These fallen guild members could still be rescued in the end 

without having to worry about losing levels. 

sigh, in the future, when I go back to repair my equipment, I won’t dare to go alone. I’m afraid that the 

players from the state of Qin will guard the city gates and kill our people. 

A member of the wind and cloud Guild worriedly said in the Guild channel. 

don’t worry, the players from the state of Qin also have to farm monsters. They can’t just stay here and 

watch us every day, right? ” 

that’s right. Don’t be afraid. Just play normally. If you’re really killed, just call for backup. It’s not just 

brother Subjugator who has a lot of players. Our Guild isn’t bad either. 

“You’re right. Our Guild will reach Level 4 tomorrow. At that time, we can recruit more people. don’t 

worry.” 

 

Chapter 312 The third level of the demon-suppressing dais 

Not long after the Qin players outside the beast King Valley had retreated, they did not see anything 

unusual. 

The people from wind and cloud Guild continued to farm monsters on their own. 

Other than arranging more people to defend, Feng Yun realm did not do anything special. 

The domineering King probably wouldn’t be so stubborn anymore. 

The storm caused by the battle between Guild wind and cloud and Guild domination slowly passed, and 

everything returned to normal. 

Of course, only the beast King Valley had returned to peace. 

The Map of Heaven’s Gate outside had become even more chaotic than before. 



Although the domineering King had told the players of Qin not to deliberately find trouble with the 

players of Chu, the Qin players were still the same. However, there were still many people who liked to 

cause trouble. 

In groups of three to five, each team consisted of dozens of people. They were ambushing the Chu 

players who were farming monsters everywhere in The Map of Heaven’s Gate. 

Sometimes, even if they weren’t players from Chu State, they would still launch a sneak attack as long as 

there was an opportunity. 

It made many players unable to farm monsters in peace. 

even the members of traversing four seas and the unfettered guild were affected. 

They also organized counterattacks from time to time, and both sides suffered losses. 

However, all of this had nothing to do with Zhang Shan. 

Let them fight as they please, as long as they don’t hit our brothers. 

the members of the wind cloud guild were basically all farming monsters in the beast king valley. 

even if there was a fight outside, it didn’t affect them much. they continued to farm monsters. 

The next day, after everyone went online, Secretary Feng Yun said in the Guild channel. 

“Let’s go and clear the dungeon. I’ll tank the BOSS, hehe.” 

“Once the dungeon is set up, there’s only a little more than a day left this week. If we don’t go and clear 

it now, we’ll waste the entries.” 

“Do you guys still have dungeon entries? you guys didn’t try before, right?” 

I don’t have the time. I’ve been fighting and killing monsters recently. I don’t even have time to clear 

Dungeons. 

ever since he had reached level 31, zhang shan had not gone to clear any more dungeons. 

He was already level 33. 

Farming monsters and leveling up in beast King Valley was indeed fast. In addition to fighting bosses for 

a day, he had gained two levels in this period of time. 

now, it was time to clear a dungeon. 

However, the third level of the demon-suppressing dais wasn’t that easy to defeat. 

Although Zhang Shan and the others had never tried it before, many other members of the Guild had 

tried it before. 

Different from the previous two levels, the monsters on the third floor were all demon archers. 

Archers with bows and arrows, long-range attackers. 

Although their attack power wasn’t particularly high, long-ranged monsters weren’t easy to deal with. 



If you stepped forward, there would be arrows coming from all directions, and you might have to face 

hundreds of attacks at the same time. 

Even if each monster only dealt a few hundred damage to you, you wouldn’t be able to take it if the 

damage accumulated. 

Most importantly, these Nephilim archers had a passive skill that could knock back players. 

only a guardian warrior with special effects such as immovable mountain could withstand it. 

No matter how tanky the others were, they couldn’t take it. Even Zhang Shan’s Panda dumpling was 

useless. 

he couldn’t withstand it at all and kept retreating. what was the point of carrying it? 

of course, although the nephilim race archers were not easy to deal with, the players ‘strength had also 

greatly improved. 

There were still people who had cleared the third floor. 

However, they had only cleared the normal mode, hard mode, and extreme mode, so no one had 

cleared them yet. 

“Do you want to clear the instance together?” 

Feng Yun realm asked Zhang Shan. 

“Go on.” 

“Disband your team first, I’ll form you guys.” 

after zhang shan disbanded the monster-farming team, everyone joined feng yun realm’s team 

together. 

“Let’s go back to Dangyang city.” 

After Zhang Shan returned to Dangyang city, he teleported to where the military affairs officer was. 

It didn’t take long for the other members to arrive. 

“What difficulty level are we going to enter?” 

Zhang Shan asked the others in the team channel. 

“Of course it’s limited to the mode.” 

“Please don’t. Do you think we can win in extreme mode? I’ve heard that the third floor of an instance 

dungeon is extremely overpowered.” 

... 

it’s just a group of demon archers. Let the little Secretary carry them. If he’s holding a Divine Shield and 

can’t handle a group of small monsters, it’ll be nonsense. 



“Can I tank all the monsters by myself? there are so many small monsters in the instance dungeon. i 

can’t possibly stop all of them.” 

Secretary Feng Yun wasn’t worried that he couldn’t handle it, but there were so many monsters 

everywhere, how could he handle it alone? 

it should be fine. The other Guardian Warriors should also share the burden. They should be able to hold 

on. We just need to fight faster. 

“Not bad, the demon archers are very fragile and fight very fast.” 

“no matter how fast we fight, it will still take a long time. there are so many monsters, it’s impossible to 

clear them all in one go.” 

I don’t care. I’ll just go to extreme mode. If I can’t win, then forget it. 

you’re right. It was just one wave. Even if we didn’t win, it’s just a waste of a chance. 

“Alright, I’ll choose the extreme mode then.” 

After Feng Yun realm finished speaking, he chose to enter the demon suppression stage’s third floor, 

extreme mode. 

After entering the dungeon, Secretary Feng Yun held the divine Shield and took the lead. 

... 

Zhang Shan and the others followed behind him. 

The demon archers in the distance swarmed over after seeing the players enter the dungeon. 

a dense rain of arrows shot towards secretary feng yun. 

“What the f * ck, did we just poke a hornet’s nest? This is too much.” 

Damage and miss kept appearing above Secretary Feng Yun’s head. 

The individual damage value was not high. The highest damage value did not exceed 200. 

With his HP, he could withstand the combined attack of four to five hundred demon archers. 

However, there really were a few hundred demonic archers, and there were even more in the distance, 

rushing over. 

If it wasn’t for the group of supports healing Secretary Feng Yun, he wouldn’t even be able to withstand 

two rounds of attacks from the demon archers. 

other tanks, come forward and help us with the attacks. There are so many monsters, how can we hold 

them off? ” 

Secretary Feng Yun kept shouting as he rushed forward while enduring the damage. 

&Nbsp; at this time, the other Guardian Warriors also stepped forward. 



However, they were not as strong as little Secretary Feng Yun. They might not even be able to take on 

dozens of small monsters, let alone hundreds of demonic archers. 

The reason why Secretary Feng Yun was able to withstand it, other than his HP and defense that far 

exceeded others, was mainly because of his godly shield, which had the special effect of wind wall. 

Increases evasion by 20%. 

This special effect was especially useful in the face of a large number of attacks. 

Just like now, a few hundred demon archers were attacking little Secretary Feng Yun non-stop. 

However, a large portion of the attacks had been dodged. 

Don’t look down on this dodge rate, 20% was already very high. 

According to a simple estimate, there were about 100 monsters attacking little Secretary Feng Yun at 

the same time. Only 80 of the monsters ‘attacks were effective, and the other 20 attacks were all 

dodged. 

of course, it wasn’t exactly accurate to say that, but the actual effect was roughly the same. 

 

Chapter 313 Infinite monster-farming mode 

Secretary Feng Yun was at the forefront, and the other Guardian Warriors followed behind to share the 

firepower of the demon archers. 

However, more and more demon archers were rushing over. 

zhang shan and the rest had to clear more monsters as quickly as possible. 

Otherwise, if the number of demon archers accumulated too much, the front line of Guardian Warriors 

would not be able to hold on. 

This was the difficulty of the extreme mode. 

There was an endless stream of monsters. If they could not keep up with the speed at which they 

cleared the monsters, then they would have to deal with the monsters. 

The situation would soon collapse. 

Zhang Shan went all out. One shot, one kill. A large number of demon archers were knocked to the 

ground by him. 

The other team members also attacked quickly, clearing the monsters at an extremely fast speed. 

Although the demon archers were a little disgusting, they were slightly more fragile than other 

monsters. 

A level 40 Demon Archer seemed to only have a little over 10000 HP. 

Zhang Shan took a look at the attributes of the demon Archer. 



[Demon Archer: level 40, attack 1200, HP 12000, skill repel (passive)] 

[repel (passive): there is a chance to repel the enemy in an attack, and deal additional 500% damage.] 

the attributes of these demon archers weren’t very strong. 

It should be said that it was relatively weak, but this passive skill was a little disgusting. 

Otherwise, Zhang Shan himself could tank the monsters with the lifesteal effect. 

ten thousand demon archers with twelve health, zhang shan killed one with one shot. he never used a 

second shot to kill monsters. 

With his attack speed, he could take down more than three demon archers every second. 

Although the others were much weaker than him, they could still defeat one in three or four moves. 

In the 50-man team, other than the seven or eight supports, the main responsibility was to heal The 

Guardian in the front. 

The remaining 40 or so people, including The Guardian Warriors, did not participate in clearing the 

monsters. 

Everyone was able to deal damage, and they could clear thousands of monsters every minute. It could 

be said that the speed was very fast. 

“haha, it doesn’t seem that difficult.” 

Windcloud blade held the divine weapon battle axe in his hand and followed beside the little Secretary, 

relying on the splash effect. 

With two axes, he could cut down a large area. The speed of clearing monsters was not slower than 

Zhang Shan. 

“it’s still too early to be happy. the demon archers are increasing in speed, and the pressure on us will 

only increase.” 

what’s there to be afraid of? we can clear the monsters very quickly. We can clear more than a thousand 

monsters in a minute. Why should we be afraid that we can’t clear them all? ” 

“That’s hard to say. Let’s try to play faster.” 

“Speaking of which, has anyone counted how many monsters there are on the third floor of this 

dungeon?” 

how are we going to count them? there are so many demon archers in the dungeon that they are like 

rice. 

we can use the speed of clearing monsters to calculate. For example, if we clear 1000 monsters in a 

minute, we can clear 10000 monsters in 10 minutes. 

that makes sense. This seems like a good idea. At least we can estimate the approximate number of 

demon archers. 



” if we can think of it, others should be able to think of it as well. i’ll go to the forum and see if anyone 

has counted it. ” 

Windcloud blade said as he killed the monsters. 

Not long after, wind and cloud blade said gloomily. 

I just found a post on the forum. The player said that they were clearing the third floor of the normal 

mode dungeon and it took them three hours to clear the small monsters. There should be close to 

50000 demon archers in the entire dungeon. 

“that’s impossible. 50000 monsters? that’s too much.” 

“Are they playing too slowly? after all, not everyone can play as fast as us.” 

no, they’re also fighting very fast. The entire team is fully equipped and can clear more than 300 

monsters in a minute. 

what the f * ck? he cleared more than 300 in a minute and it took him three hours. I don’t believe it. 

in normal mode, it’s much slower to clear the small monsters. After all, they have to keep moving to find 

monsters, unlike in extreme mode, where they can keep clearing the monsters at a spot. It’s like a tower 

defense game. It shouldn’t take too long for us to clear all 50000 small monsters. 

” if they can really clear 300 monsters in one minute and fight for three hours, there might really be 

50000 monsters. ” 

they’re still fighting normal mode. I’m not sure if the number of monsters in extreme mode will be even 

higher. 

“F * ck, then I’ll have to cut until my hands go soft.” 

“Wait a minute, I’ll ask again, the Guild brothers who have cleared this dungeon before.” 

In the wind and cloud Guild, there were also many players who had cleared the third floor of the demon 

suppressing platform. 

If he asked them how long it took to clear the monsters, he would roughly know the number of 

monsters. 

After a short while, wind cloud blade continued. 

I asked just now. The brothers in our Guild took even longer. The fastest team took more than four 

hours to clear all the mobs in the dungeon. 

“What the hell, is this still an instance dungeon? This is an infinite monster-killing mode, right?” 

I only hope that the number of monsters in extreme mode is the same as the number of monsters in 

normal mode. If the number of monsters increases, won’t I have to farm them until I vomit? ” 

... 



who cares? as long as the front row can hold on, it doesn’t matter how long it takes. We’ll just take our 

time. 

“that’s right, let’s just treat it as farming monsters to level up.” 

it’s a little uncomfortable to level up in the instance dungeon. It’s not as fast as leveling up in beast King 

Valley. After all, the monsters there give more experience. 

“Brother, you have to think of it this way. At the end of the instance dungeon, there will be a BOSS to 

fight. In the beast King Valley, even if you farm for ten days to half a month, you still won’t see a BOSS.” 

“For the BOSS, let’s kill it, hehe.” 

After more than ten minutes of fighting, more and more demon archers appeared. 

Even though their clearing speed was already very fast. 

However, the number of demon archers around them had never decreased. In fact, their numbers were 

increasing. 

it doesn’t seem like it can be done. It’s impossible to finish. 

it seems like we were a little careless. If we had waited until your ultimate skills were on cooldown, you 

could have relied on your ultimate skills to slow down a wave. Now, there’s no way we can finish them 

all. 

Their Guild’s four big moves had all been used last night. Other than Feng Yun realm’s fire rain, the 

cooldown time was 12 hours. 

... 

the other three ultimate skills had a cooldown of 24 hours, and they would only be ready at night. 

Now, they only had one big move that they could use, which was completely not enough. 

“Should we continue? Why don’t we go back? we can’t win.” 

Someone in the team suggested. 

go back my ass. We won’t lose any experience if we die in the dungeon. We won’t go back until we’re all 

dead. 

let’s try to hold on a little longer. If we really can’t hold on any longer, I’ll use my ultimate skill. 

Feng Yun realm said after some consideration. 

don’t be in such a hurry. We’ve only just arrived. We can still hold on. 

 

Chapter 314 How many monsters are there? 

There were more and more demon archers around. 

however, their grinding speed was not slow at all. 



Especially with Zhang Shan and blade of wind and cloud around, the two of them could instantly clear a 

large area. 

If everyone worked together, they could clear more than 1000 monsters in a minute, as long as they 

could hold on for half an hour. 

they would be able to clear more than 30000 demon archers. 

If an extreme difficulty dungeon also had 50000 monsters, it shouldn’t be too difficult. 

The last 20000 mobs were for Feng Yun realm to use his ultimate skill to slow down the wave. 

They should be able to last until the end. 

Qingqing, release the totem pole. Once it’s cooled down, release it. 

“alright,” he said. 

Feng Yun realm asked Feng Yun Qing Qing to release the totem pole. 

When fighting bosses, totem was a God-level group support skill. 

However, it wasn’t very useful when they were farming monsters. 

The totem pillar was a group healing skill, and it was a percentage recovery. 

Normally, when he was farming monsters, he didn’t need to recover a lot of health. 

even now, the guardian warriors in the front row were having a hard time tanking the monsters. 

However, it was unrealistic to rely on the totem to come back. They still had to rely on the support to 

heal manually. 

however, there was another effect of the totem technique, which was somewhat useful in this situation. 

The totem pillar in the middle of the group could increase the attack power and attack speed of the 

surrounding team members. 

Although it wasn’t much, it was still good to be able to add a little. This way, everyone would be able to 

play a little faster. 

After another ten minutes, the number of demon archers was still increasing. 

Some of The Guardian Warriors in the front row could no longer hold on. 

From time to time, someone would fall to the ground and die, although they were quickly revived by the 

support. 

However, this was not a good sign. It meant that the attacks of the demon archers were almost at their 

limit. 

f * ck, we can’t stop them at all. There are almost two thousand demon archers around us now, right? ” 

there should be, but the number is still increasing. It’s not going to be easy to fight. 



“This instance dungeon’s third floor doesn’t have any terrain. Can you block monsters? It would be great 

if there was a terrain that could stop the monsters.” 

“In your dreams. If there was such a good thing, it would have been discovered long ago.” 

“Keep it up. If you really can’t win, then forget it.” 

they couldn’t do anything against the endless stream of demon archers. 

They could only rely on The Guardian Warriors to hold on. If they could hold on, then they would 

continue fighting. If they really could not hold on. 

He could only type GG back. 

The others could not help to tank the monsters. 

With the exception of Guardian Warriors, the shield’s immovable mountain effect allowed them to 

ignore the demon archers ‘knockback passive. 

No one else had such an ability. 

Other classes, no matter how high their health and defense were, couldn’t take a few demon archers. 

Who could stand being continuously pushed back? 

“Is there any other way for us to play faster?” 

Facing more and more demon archers, even if they used all their strength, they still couldn’t reduce the 

number of monsters. 

Someone couldn’t help but say. 

“If there was a way, it would have been used long ago. Would it have waited until now?” 

“Hey, we’ve been fighting for almost half an hour. We should have cleared more than half of the 

monsters in the dungeon, right?” 

I don’t know. If there were 50000 demon archers in total, that would indeed be half of them. 

” don’t panic. boss still has a big move to use. when he can’t hold on any longer, he can use his big move 

to clear out the surrounding demon archers. if he does that, he can drag on for a long time. ” 

“Not bad, all the best.” 

Everyone, including Zhang Shan, did not have any other moves. They could only keep on encouraging 

themselves to farm faster and persevere longer. 

gradually, all the guardians in the front row, with the exception of secretary feng yun, had fallen. 

Some of them even fell down twice. 

They had already held on for more than 40 minutes. Feng Yun realm’s ultimate skill was held in his hand 

and had not been released. 

Unless it was the last resort, it was better to save the big move as much as possible. 



In many cases, big moves could be very effective. 

I really can’t hold on any longer. Boss, let’s use your ultimate skill, shall we? ” 

... 

why do I feel like something’s not right? we’ve been farming for more than 40 minutes. Logically 

speaking, we should have killed 50000 demon archers by now. Why are there still so many monsters 

around us? and there are even more monsters running over from afar. 

f * ck, that’s true. There are more than 50000 demonic archers in the extreme mode dungeon. 

then how much is it? a hundred thousand or two hundred thousand? ” 

“Who knows? I really want to know the exact number.” 

“Give us an exact number so we can give up. Hehe.” 

“a hundred thousand or two hundred thousand is too much. there shouldn’t be that many.” 

“Who cares how much he has, just continue farming.” 

As he spoke, two Guardian Warriors in the front row fell in a row. At this time, all the support’s 

resurrection skills were on cooldown. 

The fastest one would still need more than a minute to cool down. 

At this point, Feng Yun realm could no longer hold back and released fire rain. 

With a range of 50 yards, most of the demon archers were within the range of the skill’s damage. 

... 

although the fire rain skill only dealt five times the damage, it was still a skill that could not be used. 

However, the demon archers didn’t have much HP, only 12000. 

With Feng Yun realm’s attack power, five times the damage was enough to kill the monster. 

A group of demonic archers was instantly killed, and the ones behind continued to run into the damage 

range of the rain of fire. 

Just like that, within the five seconds of the rain of fire skill, the demon archers around them were 

almost all cleared out by this big move. 

if it wasn’t for the large number of demon archers running over from the distance ... 

They could all relax for a while. 

However, it was still fine for now. At least he had cleared all the monsters that he had accumulated. 

after all, there weren’t many new demon shooters. 

They could hold on for a long time. 



sigh, the big move is still powerful. If only we came back at night. With four big moves, we’ll definitely be 

able to last and clear all the demon archers. 

what’s the point of saying this now? let’s farm them quickly and try not to let the monsters accumulate 

as much as before. 

that was what he said, but everyone’s farming speed was only so fast. 

He couldn’t go any faster. 

However, because of the ulti, a wave of monsters had been cleared, and everyone was temporarily 

under less pressure. 

The most important thing right now was to not know how many demon archers were in this extreme 

mode dungeon. 

they had been farming for more than 40 minutes. in addition to feng yun realm’s big move, they had at 

least killed more than 60000 demon archers. 

Zhang Shan felt that a hundred thousand monsters was their limit. 

Basically, they might not even be able to kill 100000 monsters. 

If there were more demon archers in the instance dungeon, they might have failed this instance 

dungeon. 

 

Chapter 315 Passive skill, repel 

just as feng yun realm’s ultimate skill had cleared most of the surrounding monsters. 

Everyone felt the pressure being lifted. 

however, at this moment, another guardian warrior in the front row fell. 

what’s going on? can’t you even handle this little monster? ” 

“No, I don’t know what happened just now, but his health suddenly dropped very quickly, and he fell.” 

The fallen Guardian warrior said in a depressed tone. 

Everyone felt that it was a little strange that one person had fallen out of the blue. 

that’s impossible. There were so many demonic archers before and they were able to hold on. It doesn’t 

make sense that they can’t hold on now that there are fewer monsters. 

everyone, look carefully. See if there’s a BOSS hidden among the mobs. 

damn it, I forgot about that. Other than the gatekeeper BOSS, there are two other mini bosses on the 

third floor. 

over here, I have an orange BOSS over here. Hurry up and kill it. Otherwise, I won’t be able to hold on. 

One of The Guardian Warriors pointed at the demon Archer in front of him and said. 



Everyone looked in the direction he was pointing at, and they really did find a boss. 

The orange Demon Archer Captain looked exactly like an ordinary Demon Archer except for his name. 

The orange boss wasn’t that strong, at least to them. 

Basically, everyone in their team was fully equipped with red equipment. 

Even boss Wu was dressed in red. 

It was a piece of cake to deal with an orange-colored boss. 

Just as everyone was about to focus their fire on the demon Archer Captain and quickly blow it up ... 

On the other side, another Guardian warrior said. 

” i have one here too. help me kill it, i can’t take it. ” 

f * ck! Two bosses at the same time? ” 

damn it, either they don’t come or they come together. They’re overestimating us. 

” it’s a good thing that boss used a big move just now and cleared all the demon archers. otherwise, they 

would have collapsed. ” 

don’t talk nonsense. Quickly kill these two bosses. 

Zhang Shan quickly turned his gun and aimed at one of the demon archers. 

Bullets were fired continuously. Feng Yun Qing Qing was casting curse skills on the demon Archer 

Captain. 

Increases damage by 50%. 

The orange BOSS was not strong. If everyone focused their fire on it, it would take less than 20 seconds 

to kill it. 

however, time was of the essence, and it would be good to play a second faster. 

There were still quite a few monsters around. 

After about half a minute, the party had killed the two orange bosses. 

thousands of demon archers had gathered in the surroundings. 

” what the f * ck, these two bosses are up to no good. we could have been able to relax for a while, but 

now we can’t. ” 

“It’s alright, I can still hold on for now.” 

After another 20 minutes, they had been in the dungeon for more than an hour. 

the guardian warriors in the front row began to fall to the ground one after another, and the support 

could no longer save them. 



There were two Guardian Warriors lying on the ground, and no one had resurrected them. 

Zhang Shan’s Pandarian ball was also pulled up to tank the monsters. 

they were continuously pushed back by the demon archers. 

Although the demon archers couldn’t kill the Panda bear in a short time, the Panda bear’s body was still 

weak. 

However, he was continuously pushed back. The Panda ball had only gone up for a while before he was 

thrown out of Zhang Shan’s side. 

It wouldn’t last long at all, and it wouldn’t be of any use in tanking monsters. 

Other than Secretary Feng Yun, the remaining Guardian Warriors were already starting to be unable to 

hold on and could fall at any moment. 

More and more demon archers gathered around them, and it looked despairing. 

However, there was also some good news, and that was the demon archers running over from a 

distance. 

The number seemed to be decreasing. 

“hang in there. there shouldn’t be many monsters left in the dungeon. there are fewer and fewer 

demon archers. as long as we can survive this wave, we’ll be safe.” 

“The key is that this wave won’t be easy to handle.” 

feng yun’s little secretary said gloomily. 

He had just obtained the divine Shield not long ago and had not fought a boss yet. He did not expect 

that he would be defeated by a group of small monsters. 

There were simply too many demon archers, and most of their attacks had landed on him. 

... 

The other Guardian Warriors also helped to share some of the burden. 

However, two of The Guardian Warriors had already fallen, so the pressure had been shifted to him. 

After all, he was the only one who could withstand a little more. 

“Don’t worry. There should be a total of 100000 demon archers on the third floor. we should have killed 

almost 90000 by now, and only about 10000 are left.” 

that’s right. We can clear these 10000 small monsters even if we fly our kites. 

come on, don’t think too much about it. You’re still kiting? I’m afraid you don’t know, but the monsters 

in extreme mode Dungeons are all very fast. Can you even kite them? ” 

“Then what can we do? We’re almost done, it’d be a waste to give up now.” 



if it really doesn’t work, we’ll split up in the end. We’ll split into groups of a few and lure the monsters 

separately. 

we’ll talk about this later. Before The Guardian Warriors are emptied, try to clear out as many demon 

archers as possible. 

They had clearly seen hope, but this last wave was their most difficult time. 

Zhang Shan shot out his bullets numbly. Suddenly, he saw a system notification. 

... 

[ system notification: your passive skill, passive King, has been activated by killing the demon Archer. ] 

You have obtained the passive skill, knock back. 

Haha, he had actually obtained a passive skill. This was something he had not expected. 

Knock back, this passive skill, Zhang Shan had long set his eyes on it. 

He was still prepared to clear the dungeon a few more times and get this skill. 

In any case, it would still take a long time for him to reach level 40. 

He would clear the dungeon once a week, so he could still clear the third floor of the demon-suppressing 

dais a few more times. 

There were so many demonic archers in the dungeon, so there was still a chance to get a passive skill 

after a few more runs. 

Besides, the bosses in the instance dungeon also had the passive of repelling, so it was more likely to 

trigger the talent by killing the BOSS. 

He didn’t expect that he didn’t even need to go through so much trouble. Today was his first time 

entering the third floor of the instance dungeon, and he had already obtained the passive skill, repel. His 

luck today was not bad. 

let’s see what the effect of this passive is like. 

Zhang Shan took a look at his skills. 

[ repel (passive): there is a chance to repel the enemy during an attack and deal an additional 500% 

damage. The chance of triggering is 1%. ] 

Haha, it’s just like the description on the demon Archer. Not only can it push the target back, but it also 

deals five times the damage. 

It was the same damage as the wild boar King’s heavy strike passive, and it also had a knockback effect. 

However, in a fight, this knockback effect could be ignored. 

With Zhang Shan’s attack power, with five times the damage, it was almost like he could kill whoever he 

saw. If he was already on the ground, where could he retreat to? 

However, when fighting a BOSS, this passive effect was very good. 



Knockback was similar to a stun skill, and was also considered a control skill. 

For example, when the BOSS was casting, if the boss was forced back, the casting would be interrupted. 

Furthermore, when the BOSS was pushed back, it could not attack the tank that was tanking the 

monster. 

It was the same as buying some breathing time for their tanks. 

 

Chapter 316 The arrow formation 

zhang shan was overjoyed to be able to gain the passive skill of the demon archer. 

This passive skill was not bad. The only unfortunate thing was that it only had a 1% chance of triggering. 

It was too little and a little difficult to trigger. 

However, it didn’t matter. He had many passive skills anyway. It wasn’t a bad thing to trigger this and 

that at times. With so many passive skills, they would always be triggered from time to time. 

Thinking of this, Zhang Shan was elated. He even had more motivation to farm monsters. 

After another one or two minutes, the number of demon archers running over from the distance was 

very few. 

However, there were already thousands of demon archers around them. 

the guardian warriors in the front row could not withstand a round of arrows. 

The Guardian Warriors in front of them, other than little Secretary Feng Yun, were all on the ground. 

Even the Secretary fell down twice. 

There was no support left to save the other Fallen Guardian Warriors. 

After all, he wouldn’t be able to last long after being resurrected. He would immediately fall to the 

ground. 

It was better to save the precious respawn counts and use them to resurrect Secretary Feng Yun. 

After all, the cooldown time of the resurrection skill was very long. Although they had seven or eight 

support players, they couldn’t keep casting the resurrection skill. 

“Come on, we still have a chance. There are only a few thousand monsters left. We can clear them all in 

two to three minutes.” 

“The problem is, how are we going to survive these two minutes?” 

now, even the little Secretary can’t hold on anymore. If he falls again, even the support can’t save him. 

“There’s no other way. We can only drag it out until the last remaining demon archers. If there aren’t 

many of them, we won’t even need The Guardian Warriors to tank them. We can still take them down.” 

that’s right. They’re just a bunch of small monsters. There’s no reason we can’t beat them. 



At this stage, Zhang Shan was not too worried. 

There were less than five thousand demon archers left. 

Moreover, Secretary Feng Yun was still alive. Currently, he still had three support resurrection skills, 

which had already cooled down. 

In other words, they could revive Secretary Feng Yun three more times. 

with three revivals, little secretary feng yun should be able to hold on for a minute or two. 

If they could kill another 2000 demon archers in this period of time, they would be able to kill 1000 

demon archers. 

There were only about 2000 of them left, and he could slowly grind them all out. 

It didn’t take long for Secretary Feng Yun to die three more times. 

There was no support left to resurrect him now. All the support’s resurrecting skills had yet to cool 

down, and the fastest would take more than a minute. 

There were less than two thousand demon archers left. 

the rest of you will form groups of three to four. Each group will have an assistant. We will draw the 

monsters separately and fight slowly. 

There were no more Guardian Warriors to tank the monsters, so the others had to take care of the 

remaining monsters themselves. 

With three people in a group, they could still continue to clear monsters. 

As long as there weren’t too many monsters, the two of them would take turns tanking the monsters 

and have a healer heal them. 

The one tanking the monster couldn’t deal damage because he would be continuously pushed back. 

However, the other person could deal damage. 

the two of them could continue to fight if they took turns to attack. 

With a healer, they could tank dozens of monsters for a while. After all, the attack power of the demon 

archers was not very high. 

If it wasn’t for the repulse passive skill, which was too disgusting, it would have been easy to deal with. 

Zhang Shan controlled the Panda bear and blocked in front of him. 

Boss Wu followed behind, occasionally healing the Panda ball, and at other times, he used lightning 

strike to clear monsters. 

zhang shan continued to attack the demon archers while retreating. 

There was no other way. The Panda ball kept being pushed back, so he could only follow suit. 



Although the efficiency of clearing monsters this way was much slower than before, fortunately, there 

was not much trouble. 

It was the same for the other team members. It was just that Zhang Shan had used the Panda bear to 

replace one character. 

The others who didn’t have pets could only have two players take turns to cover. 

slowly, the number of demon archers decreased, and they were all cleared in three to four minutes. 

[ system notification: due to the large number of deaths of demon archers, the demon Archer 

commander will descend to the third floor of the demon subduing platform to patrol. ] 

At the same time as the system notification, it also gave the coordinates of the demonic Archer 

commander’s arrival. 

However, this coordinate prompt did not mean much to them. 

They didn’t even need to look for the BOSS. 

in extreme mode, the final BOSS would come to find them. 

“ASIBA, it’s so f * cking difficult,” 

“It’s alright. It’s fine as long as you’re done.” 

it’s better to be prepared as soon as possible. The final BOSS is coming. 

... 

don’t worry, this BOSS is a fake. It’s easy to deal with. 

you’re right. The demon Archer commander in normal mode isn’t that strong. Even if it’s strengthened a 

lot in extreme mode, it can’t be that strong. 

“Not bad, at least the skills are roughly the same.” 

it’s easy. Let the Secretary tank the BOSS and we’ll fight as we please. 

At this moment, Secretary Feng Yun had already been resurrected. Most of the other Guardian Warriors 

on the ground had also been resurrected. 

“attention, the BOSS is here. little secretary, hurry up.” 

The crowd looked into the distance and saw the demon Archer commander holding a bow and arrow, 

galloping towards them on a horse. 

That’s right, The Guardian BOSS of the demon-subduing platform’s third floor dungeon rode a horse. 

Feng Yun’s little Secretary quickly went up to him, and the others quickly followed. 

When the two sides were about to get close, the demon Archer commander drew his bow and shot an 

arrow at little Secretary Feng Yun, dealing less than 20000 damage. 



With Secretary Feng Yun’s HP of nearly 100000, this bit of damage was nothing at all. There were seven 

or eight supports in the team who were healing him. 

... 

As the gatekeeper BOSS of the ultimate mode, the demonic Archer commander was not that strong. 

when the distance between them was close, secretary feng yun charged forward and slashed at the 

demon archer commander. 

Feng Yun’s little Secretary pulled the BOSS, and the others quickly spread out. 

They couldn’t fight together against this Demon Archer commander. 

Although the Archer commander was a physical monster, it had two AoE skills. 

If they stood together, they might also be hit by the Archer commander’s damage. 

After Zhang Shan got close, he quickly opened fire. The bullets were continuously fired at the demon 

Archer commander. At the same time, he checked the BOSS’s attributes and skills. 

[ demonic Archer commander (red): level 40, attack 12000, HP 9000000, skill 1, split arrow, skill 2, repel, 

skill 3, scatter shot, skill 4, arrow formation, status, berserk. ] 

[ split arrow: when the demon archer commander shoots an arrow, it deals twice the damage. while 

attacking the target, the arrow will split and deal the same damage to other enemy units around the 

target. ] 

[ repel (passive): there is a chance to repel the enemy in an attack, and deal additional 500% damage. ] 

[ scattered shot: when the demonic Archer commander fires an arrow, it deals double damage to 20 

random targets within a 50-yard radius. ] 

[ arrow formation: the demonic Archer commander activates an arrow formation. Arrows rain down like 

rain, dealing 500% damage to all targets within a 50-yard radius. ] 

[ berserk (status): greatly increases the attack power and attack speed of the demon Archer 

commander. ] 

 

Chapter 317 not too difficult 

Looking at the attributes and skills of the demon Archer commander, Zhang Shan felt that this 

gatekeeper boss would not be as easy to deal with as he had imagined. 

the demon archer commander wasn’t as overpowered as a real-name BOSS. However, it was definitely 

much more difficult to deal with than most red bosses. 

This might be the reason why the demon Archer commander was strengthened in the extreme mode. 

Its attack power and HP were still acceptable. As a level 40 red BOSS, 12000 attack power could only be 

said to be very ordinary. 



On the other hand, the demonic Archer commander had more HP than the average red BOSS, reaching 

90 million. 

However, this didn’t matter. Their equipment had also improved greatly. 

It was not particularly difficult to deal 90 million damage. 

The main thing was that the skills of the Nephilim race’s archers had been greatly enhanced in the 

extreme mode. 

For example, the first skill of the BOSS, under normal mode, the split arrow only dealt 50% split damage. 

In extreme mode, however, the damage was doubled. 

This made it impossible for the melee classes in their team to attack the BOSS. 

If the other melee players went up to attack the BOSS, they would die. The split damage was twice as 

high. 

The damage they received was the same as little Secretary Feng Yun who was tanking the BOSS. 

However, it would not be repelled. 

But that wasn’t important. What was important was that the melee classes couldn’t get up at all. 

with the demon archer’s attack power of 12000, double the damage was 24000 in theory. 

Even if the damage was reduced by his own defense, the actual damage he received would still exceed 

20000. 

Other than a small number of Guardian Warriors, none of the other melee classes could block two of the 

BOSS’s split arrows. 

The main point was that the support didn’t have time to heal them. The support’s healing was mainly 

focused on Secretary Feng Yun who was holding the BOSS and couldn’t care about the others. 

Without the melee attackers, they would be able to deal less damage and would have to fight for a 

longer time. 

Needless to say, the demon Archer commander’s second skill was the same as the monsters ‘passive 

repelling ability. There was nothing special about it. 

The third skill was also very difficult to deal with. It randomly attacked 20 targets, which was completely 

impossible to defend against. 

He could only rely on his HP to tank it. Fortunately, this skill only dealt twice the damage. 

the equipment of the wind and cloud guild members present was not bad. almost none of them had less 

than 20000 hp. 

It shouldn’t be a problem to withstand the damage of a single shot. Unless the demon Archer 

commander’s shooting skill was a critical hit, it wouldn’t be killed instantly. 

As long as the demon Archer commander didn’t continuously use scattered shots, it would be fine. 



The BOSS’s ultimate skill was nothing new. It had a 50-yard damage range and five times the damage. 

this arrow formation skill was very powerful, but it was also a common BOSS skill. 

Even though it wasn’t very effective, it wasn’t a big problem. They had experience dealing with this kind 

of skill several times. 

Windcloud blade wielded the divine weapon, the battle axe, and went forward to strike with it. 

However, the demonic Archer’s split arrow reduced his HP by more than 20000. He was so scared that 

he quickly retreated. 

He then asked awkwardly. 

“This Demon Archer commander’s split arrow is so fierce? Does that mean we can only watch the show 

when we fight in close combat?” 

that’s right. You guys just watch from the side. Leave the BOSS to us, haha. 

it’s a pity that brother one blade’s godly weapon can’t be used in a BOSS fight. 

“You can still go up and hack. After a hack, you can retreat and meditate to recover your health. When 

your health is full, you can attack again, hehe.” 

“So what? How many times can I slash like this? It’s better to just stay on the side and watch the show.” 

it’s okay, the BOSS only has 90 million HP. Leave it to us. As long as the little Secretary can hold on, it 

won’t take too long. 

“Don’t worry, it’s such a weak BOSS, how can I not handle it?” 

Secretary Feng Yun said proudly. 

after getting the god-tier shield, it could finally be put to use. against a BOSS with only 12000 attack 

power, secretary feng yun had no pressure at all. 

“F * ck, is this Demon Archer Captain weak? You’re not weak at all.” 

“It’s alright. As long as we can beat them, they’re all weaklings.” 

“Alright, what you said makes so much sense that I can’t refute it.” 

Zhang Shan also felt that the demon Archer commander’s 90 million HP was not a big problem. 

With his current damage output, he could deal more than two to three million damage in a minute. 

If the critical hits were frequent, they could deal more damage. 

In ten minutes, he could take out one-third of the demon Archer commander’s HP by himself. 

It was obvious that the other people in the team were not that weak. 

As long as they fought smoothly, they would be able to blow up the demon Archer commander in less 

than ten minutes. 

The two curse skills in the party took turns to cast. 



The others also went all out, and the HP of the demon Archer commander dropped rapidly. 

After only a minute, the demon Archer commander’s HP had dropped by 20%. 

... 

At this moment, the demon Archer commander suddenly stopped attacking little Secretary Feng Yun. 

Instead, he raised his hand and shot an arrow into the sky. 

The scattered shots were released, and 20 damages were dealt. 

zhang shan was also hit by the scattered shot skill and lost 21000 of his health. 

However, it did not matter. His HP had already reached 27000. As long as he did not die on the spot, it 

would be fine. 

His lifesteal effect allowed him to quickly recover his HP. 

However, the others were not so lucky. 

The wind cloud Cupid was also hit by the scattered damage and fell to the ground. 

“What the f * ck, scattered damage can also be a critical hit? I have more than 20000 HP, how did I just 

die?” 

that’s because you’re unlucky. Look at me, my scattered shots didn’t even hit me. 

“What are you showing off for? you’re just lucky.” 

The Nephilim race Archer’s scattered shot skill was to randomly hit 20 targets. They were present, along 

with their hunter pets. 

... 

There were a total of 53 of them, and the chance of being hit was less than half. Even if the passive 

scattering skill did not hit them, it was not surprising. 

Under everyone’s powerful attacks, the demon Archer’s HP quickly dropped to half. 

” the BOSS is about to use its ultimate skill. if the attack range is less than 50 yards, run! ” 

“The support team will be divided into two groups. One group will heal the little Secretary first, and the 

other group will retreat.” 

When the demon Archer’s HP was about to drop to half, Feng Yun realm instructed. 

The healing distance of the support was clearly less than 50 yards. 

However, they couldn’t just run away. 

if there was no one to heal secretary feng yun, he would fall to the ground after four or five hits from 

the BOSS. 

Therefore, they could only split the support into two groups. The first group would definitely die. 



As long as the demon Archer commander released a big move, they would definitely not be able to 

withstand it. 

12,000 attack power, five times the damage. 

The ultimate skill of the demon Archer commander dealt a total of 60000 damage. 

Not to mention their fragile support class, even if it was The Guardian class, there were only a few of 

them who could withstand it. 

 

Chapter 318 Guild skill, sky-reaching arm 

Soon, the demon Archer commander’s HP dropped to 50%. It waved its right hand holding the longbow. 

dense arrows fell from the sky. 

The demon Archer commander launched an arrow formation skill. This skill was actually instantaneous 

and didn’t need a casting bar. 

secretary feng yun, who was at the forefront, was the first to bear the brunt and lost half of her hp from 

the big move. 

The support standing behind him to heal him directly fell to the ground. 

As for the others, they were fine. 

They had already retreated far away before the demon Archer commander had launched his big move. 

The demonic Archer commander’s ultimate skill had a damage range of 50 yards. As long as he ran a 

little further in advance, he would be fine. 

Zhang Shan and the other two hunters did not even need to run. 

With the help of the skill [ Eagle Eye ], the range of the hunters had exceeded 50 yards. 

The big move of the demon Archer commander couldn’t hurt them at all. 

“Hurry up, group two support, quickly heal the little Secretary.” 

Feng Yun realm shouted. 

After the arrow formation, everyone charged forward again and continued to attack the demon Archer 

commander. 

come on, hurry up. Don’t let the BOSS release a second big move. 

“Don’t worry, we’ll be able to destroy it in three to four minutes at most.” 

“Since the tank can tank the boss, the battle is going to be quick.” 

“now that the secretary has a divine shield, it’ll be much easier to fight bosses in the future.” 



“don’t expect too much. he can only bully them for a while. he won’t be able to take on a normal red 

boss when he meets a real name boss.” 

it’s too much to say that it’s a real-name boss. How can a player take on such an overpowered boss? ” 

“it’s still okay. didn’t he survive the six-barreled boss’s panda dumpling before? Although it’s not very 

stable, it can at least hold on for a while.” 

“A Secretary is still a little less interesting than a Panda dumpling.” 

Secretary Feng Yun, who was carrying the demon Archer commander, was a little speechless. 

he was already very strong. he even had a god-level shield. if he wanted to be stronger, he would have 

to be stronger. 

He could only get another purple cloak, but that would depend on luck. After all, purple cloaks were rare 

and could not be bought with money. 

six-barreled boss, how much blood does your Panda dumpling have now? ” 

Secretary Feng Yun asked him. 

Zhang Shan took a look at the Panda’s attributes. He had leveled up two levels in the past few days, and 

the Panda’s dumpling had also leveled up. There was a certain increase in his attributes. 

148000, not even 150000 HP. 

“ASIBA, less than 150000? I didn’t even have 100000 HP with the divine artifact shield. Why is the 

difference so huge? The Panda dumpling’s attribute growth is really terrifying.” 

“you’ll feel better after you put on the purple cloak.” 

Zhang Shan comforted him. 

“It’s useless even if you wear a purple cloak. A level 30 purple cloak only has 10000 more HP than a blue 

cloak. After putting on the purple cape, my HP is at most around 130000.” 

f * ck, I thought that the little Secretary would be able to rise up after getting the godly weapon. I didn’t 

expect her to still be inferior to a beast, hehe. 

you can’t say that. You see, when we encounter a BOSS like the demon Archer commander, isn’t he 

useful? ” 

“Alright, the Secretary is still useful.” 

The little Secretary was a little speechless. Zhang Shan’s Panda dumpling, if it continued to grow ... 

He was afraid that he would always be the number one tank in the game, and no one could compete 

with him. 

Under everyone’s fierce attacks, the demon Archer commander’s HP continued to drop. 

It quickly dropped to 20% and entered an even more violent state. 



In the extreme mode, the final BOSS was always in a berserk state. 

However, when his HP dropped to 20%, berserk would actually become stronger. 

Fortunately, the damage of the demon archers was not very high. Even if the berserk of the demon 

Archer commander was strengthened again, it still could not kill the little Secretary. 

On the other hand, the demon Archer commander took down four or five of the others with a scattered 

shot after the enhancement of berserk. 

The offensive power of the demon Archer commander had been further strengthened. 

The damage from the scattered shots was already close to 24000. 

this damage value exceeded the maximum health of many fragile professions, so a few people were 

instantly killed. 

however, it didn’t matter. the BOSS was about to be destroyed, and the support didn’t revive these 

people. 

He would save the resurrection skill for now in case of any other accidents. 

Not long after, the demon Archer was almost empty of health. Zhang Shan quickly controlled the Panda 

team to move forward. 

Previously, he didn’t let the Panda ball go up, only summoning it and keeping it by his side. 

this was because the demon archer commander’s split arrow skill was indeed a bit strong. 

... 

Even if the Panda dumpling went up, he wouldn’t be able to take more than a few hits. 

If there was no support to heal, he would soon fall to the ground. 

in any case, the panda ball’s attack speed was so slow, and the damage it could deal was limited. zhang 

shan had always kept it by his side. 

Now that the demon Archer commander was about to die, of course, he had to control the Panda team 

to get the final kill. 

After all, the Panda dumpling had a luck value of 10. It would have a huge impact on the BOSS’s drop 

rate. 

Zhang Shan saw the opportunity and controlled the Panda bear to use a combo skill, directly blowing up 

the demon Archer commander. 

&Lt; system announcement: congratulations to Feng Yun realm, six-barreled Bodhisattva, and 

Windcloud cannon for successfully clearing the demon suppression altar’s third level (ultimate mode). 

&Gt; 

skill point +1, medal +100. 

haha, it’s so easy to kill. This BOSS is so simple. 



“You can’t say that. It’s probably because our strength has increased.” 

“that’s right. the dungeon boss didn’t become weaker. it’s just that we have become stronger.” 

... 

“Doesn’t that mean that we’ll be able to enter extreme mode in future Dungeons?” 

“The third floor of the instance dungeon is not a problem. If you can clear it once, you can naturally clear 

it again. However, it’s hard to say what will happen in the future instance dungeons. Who knows what 

the situation will be like for the instance dungeons after the fourth floor?” 

“What’s the hurry? It’s still too early to reach the fourth floor. We’ll have to wait until we reach level 40. 

I’m afraid it’ll be two months later.” 

“Don’t talk about these useless things. Boss, open the equipment.” 

there’s nothing to look forward to from the BOSS’s loot. It was so easy to defeat. I guess it’ll only drop 

two red-colored equipment. 

“F * ck, big brother, don’t be so generous, isn’t red equipment nice? It can be sold for tens of thousands 

of gold coins.” 

he’ll be automatically excluded from the equipment roll. He won’t be interested in it anyway, hehe. 

At this moment, Feng Yun realm displayed all the drops. 

There were two pieces of red equipment, a red material, and a skill book. 

It was a Guild skill book, a very good one. 

haha, this Guild skill book is pretty good. Our Guild is about to reach Level 4, so it’ll come in handy. 

“You really came at the right time.” 

“What’s there to be excited about? this heaven-reaching arm skill isn’t that useful. It only increases 

shooting range by 5%, right? to us melee classes, it’s of little value.” 

it’s useless against you guys, but it’s useful against us. Wouldn’t it be great if we could increase our 

shooting range by 5%? ” 

 

Chapter 319 A little demon (1) 

Zhang Shan looked at the Guild skill book. 

[ sky-reaching arm: guild skill. increases all guild members ‘attack range by 5%. the guild master can 

learn to use it. ] 

It was indeed not bad. Originally, Zhang Shan’s shooting range had already exceeded 50 yards. This 

heaven reaching arm skill had increased it by another 5%. 

Although it didn’t add much, it was always good to be able to hit further. No one would mind. 



However, they had no use for this skill book at the moment. The wind and cloud Guild was still a level 3 

Guild. 

He had already learned three guild skills, so he couldn’t learn new ones for the time being. 

However, their Guild would soon rise to Level 4. According to the normal progress, they should be able 

to do it by tomorrow morning. 

let’s split the equipment. We’ve worked so hard for half a day, but there are only two pieces of 

equipment and one material to be split. I feel like this dungeon is no longer interesting. 

“F * ck, then what do you want? Was it possible to get a divine weapon for every BOSS? This is already 

very good, okay?” 

yeah, at least I got some experience points. It’s not a loss. 

“You guys did get some experience points, but the five of us didn’t. Before the BOSS fell, the support 

didn’t even revive us.” 

The five bosses who had been knocked to the ground by the demon Archer commander’s scattering skill 

said gloomily. 

Because the support didn’t revive them in time, they didn’t get any experience from the boss. 

“Who has the time to care about you guys? the boss is more important, hehe.” 

“Alright, let’s roll for the equipment. I’ll keep the Guild skill book for now. I’ll learn it after the Guild 

levels up.” 

After Feng Yun realm stopped everyone’s idle chatter, he began to organize the roll. 

There were two pieces of red equipment, a red longbow and a strength-type helmet. 

Zhang Shan had nothing to do with it, so he could only roll for the materials. 

the equipment was quickly distributed, but zhang shan did not roll for the materials. 

There were a total of 50 people, so the chances of winning the ROLL were not high, so there was no 

need to be so conflicted. 

“I’m done here. Time to go back and farm monsters.” 

Everyone left the dungeon and returned to Dangyang city. 

Although the individual gains from this dungeon were average, other than the big shots who rolled for 

equipment, the players ‘rewards were all very good. 

The others had only gained some experience. 

Fortunately, they were in extreme mode and it was their first clear. The system rewarded them with a 

skill point, which was not bad. 

Besides, getting a Guild skill would be beneficial to everyone. 



Even the heaven-reaching arm skill seemed to be useless against melee classes. 

However, it was always good to have an additional skill. Who knew when it would come in handy? 

After Zhang Shan returned to Dangyang city, he was about to use the positioning Pearl to directly 

teleport to the beast King Valley. 

Boss Wu Wu stopped him and said, ” 

don’t go yet. Come with me to save someone. A friend was killed by a player from the state of Qin and is 

being spawn camped. She asked me to save her. 

What? Boss Wu really had a wide circle of friends. 

It was said that Zhang Shan had entered the game at the beginning of the New World. He didn’t have 

many friends. 

strictly speaking, other than boss wu, there was probably no one else. 

Due to his identity, Zhang Shan had always been with these big bosses in the wind and cloud Guild, so it 

was difficult to get along with them. 

Other people were all rich bosses, but Zhang Shan was still a poor loser before, so he could not get a 

piece. 

they would usually farm monsters and fight bosses together, or at most, fight together. 

At most, they could only be considered to be playing games together. 

Zhang Shan felt that this kind of relationship was still not close to the word ” friend “. 

As for the people outside of the wind and cloud Guild, they had nothing to do with Zhang Shan. Zhang 

Shan only treated them as passersby. 

He didn’t expect that boss Wu, who entered the game later than him, had other friends in the game. 

zhang shan found it a little strange. boss wu had always been with him, but he had never seen him in 

contact with anyone in the game. 

Could it be that his friends in real life were also playing this game? 

“where did you get this friend from? Did you know each other in the game?” 

no, it’s a colleague who used to work with me. I remember telling you about him before. He’s from a 

family that seems to be very rich. 

“ASIBA, the woman whose father came to pick her up in a car with a license plate number of five-eight 

when she resigned? Was she playing this game too? didn’t you say you’re going back to inherit the 

family business?” 

yes, that’s her. She’s been playing ever since the New World opened. 

Zhang Shan remembered that boss Wu had told him about this a few years ago. 



it was said that there was a girl who had entered the factory with boss wu and was working as a small 

employee in the same department. 

At that time, no one knew that the girl’s family was so well-to-do. They thought that everyone was just 

ordinary workers. 

Because she was quite good-looking, many people in the factory tried to woo her, but no one 

succeeded. 

When the girl resigned, her father came to pick her up in a car with a plate number of five eight. 

... 

It was only then that everyone realized that it was a Golden Phoenix, and that it had only come to the 

human world to experience life. 

As for how rich the girl’s family was, boss Wu wasn’t very clear. 

In any case, to poor losers like them, it was only right that he was rich. 

When boss Wu had told him about this, Zhang Shan had thought that he was telling a story. 

“Is that woman also a player from Chu?” 

“Yes, he’s from Yingtian city.” 

Alright, there were quite a number of rich people in Yingtian city. There were many crouching tigers and 

hidden dragons. 

With a heart that could spend money without blinking, Zhang Shan would not be surprised even if there 

were a few more rich people. 

let’s go. You’ll start a group and pull her into the team. We’ll go save her. 

After distributing the equipment, Feng Yun realm disbanded the party. 

Now, the others were forming their own teams, preparing to go to beast King Valley to farm monsters. 

... 

after zhang shan joined boss wu’s team, he saw that there was an additional person in the team. 

It was a female player with a character called a little fairy. 

This name was quite interesting. 

zhang shan followed them to heaven’s gate, and then rode out of the city gate, running in the direction 

of the little fairy. 

“Brother Liu Guan, don’t you have a positioning bead? Why are you riding a horse like us?” 

Wind and cloud blade asked curiously when he saw that Zhang Shan did not teleport directly to beast 

King Valley. 



“i’m with a daoist priest to save someone. he has a friend who was defeated by the players from the 

state of qin and is being spawn camped.” 

f * ck, why didn’t you call me when there’s such a good thing? if there’s a fight, call me. Hurry and group 

me into the team. 

Windcloud blade said exasperatedly. This Big Shot really liked to PK. 

Although he usually wouldn’t go out of his way to find trouble, he wouldn’t let go of an opportunity to 

fight. 

Zhang Shan was a little speechless. He was just going to save someone. There was no need to go 

together. 

It was enough to have him and boss Wu. As for the Qin players camping the corpses, Zhang Shan did not 

ask how many there were. 

He didn’t care about this at all. There shouldn’t be too many people guarding the corpse, at most tens or 

hundreds of people. 

The two of them could handle it, so why did they have to call wind cloud blade? 

 

Chapter 320 a little demon (part 2) 

Zhang Shan was a little reluctant to bring along wind and cloud blade. There was no need to do so, and it 

was not a big deal. 

“Don’t. We’re just going to save someone. We don’t have to fight.” 

“I don’t care, pull me into the team.” 

well, it would be a waste not to accept a hired thug who came to his door. boss wu pulled windcloud 

blade into the team. 

The three of them ran towards the target location. 

“Wow, old Wu, you really know brother divine weapon? No, there are two divine artifact bosses now.” 

Little fairy, who was lying on the ground, shouted exaggeratedly in the party channel. 

It seemed that boss Wu had told her before. 

She knew that Zhang Shan was with boss Wu. Otherwise, she would not have asked boss Wu to save 

her. 

After all, boss Wu was only a support, and he couldn’t save anyone by himself. 

” haha, i’m just a bystander. brother liu guan is the real big boss. ” 

Windcloud blade laughed in the party channel. 

Zhang Shan was a little speechless. This Big Boss was still pretending. 



beauty, what kind of enmity do you have with the players from the state of Qin? why did they have to 

guard your corpse after they Cut You Down? ” 

Zhang Shan asked little fairy in the team channel. 

generally speaking, even if they killed someone, they wouldn’t guard the corpse. whoever was full would 

be fine. wasn’t this a waste of time? 

Although right now, in The Map of Heaven’s Gate, the players of Qin and Chu were still in a heated 

battle. 

As long as the two sides saw each other, they would start fighting, but there were really few who killed 

until they were camping. 

uh, I saw a group of Qin players fighting a BOSS, so I sneaked up to cause some damage. I was not paying 

attention and was cut down. 

Zhang Shan and the other two were speechless. This was also a person who liked to cause trouble. No 

wonder she was called Little Vixen. She really was a Vixen. 

However, the enmity between the players of Chu and Qin would only be settled after they had fought a 

few rounds with the domineering aura. 

They were considered friends, so it was normal for them to cause some destruction when they saw each 

other. 

It was just that this girl’s operation was a little unpredictable. 

There was no need to get himself involved in the destruction. 

those Qin players are still waiting for you after killing the BOSS? ” 

not yet, they’re not done yet. I’ve killed almost all of their supports. They don’t have enough supports 

and they can’t beat them. They’re waiting for their supports to be resurrected before fighting. 

Little fairy said arrogantly in the party channel. 

“F * ck, is the boss still there? What kind of boss? How many people did they have? Why didn’t you say 

so earlier? if I knew, I would’ve called more people over.” 

Windcloud blade could not help but scream when he heard that there was still a boss to fight. 

He was also worried that there would be too many people on the other side. After all, when players 

fought a BOSS, there would definitely be a lot of people. 

Even if it was the most common red BOSS, it would require a few hundred people. 

there were only four of them, including the little fairy who had fallen to the ground. they had to win. 

it’s a red BOSS. It’s quite powerful. There must be more than a thousand players from the state of Qin. 

why didn’t you say so earlier? you’re being spawn camped by thousands of people, yet you still want me 

to save you. Aren’t you overestimating me? ” 



This time, it was boss Wu’s turn to be speechless. 

When little fairy called him over to save people, he thought it was because he was a priest and had 

resurrection skills. He could save people easily. 

Who knew that there were thousands of Qin players fighting the BOSS there? 

how was he going to save her? Could the three of them defeat thousands of people? 

moreover, windcloud blade’s ultimate skill was still on cooldown, so it was a little difficult to deal with. 

“Don’t worry, about 200 to 300 of the Qin players have already been killed by the BOSS. There are only a 

few hundred people left, and they are still dying. Besides, can’t the six-barreled boss fight hundreds of 

people alone?” 

She looked like a little goblin. This was just a small matter. 

It was as if Zhang Shan and the rest could cut down thousands of people with just a few slashes. 

This girl was a little unreliable. This was Zhang Shan’s first impression. 

However, about 300 of the Qin players had already been killed by the BOSS, and they were still falling. 

Then, it shouldn’t be a big problem. 

“How much HP does the BOSS have left? can we make it in time?” 

Zhang Shan looked at the distance. It would take them more than five to six minutes to reach the place 

where the little fairy had fallen. 

they did not want to see the players from the state of qin killing the BOSS by the time they got there. 

when that time came, they would resurrect those who had fallen. with thousands of people guarding 

the corpses, zhang shan and the other two would not be able to do anything. 

they can make it. It’s still too early. The boss still has 30% health left. They’re taking it very slowly. 

Alright, as long as he could make it in time. Killing and snatching the boss, and also saving a person at 

the same time, Zhang Shan had already finished writing the script. 

It didn’t take long for the three of them to reach the little fairy’s position. 

... 

let’s get off the horse and go over there quietly. Let’s see if we can save the little fairy. 

Zhang Shan approached and spoke to boss Wu on the team channel. 

It would be too ostentatious to ride a horse there. As long as one was not blind, they would be able to 

see them. 

The three of them got off their horses and approached the boss quietly. Only then did they realize that 

no one was fighting the boss at the place where little fairy had fallen. 

Boss Wu rushed over and revived the little fairy. 



” where are they? didn’t you say that the qin players are fighting the BOSS here? ” 

A little fairy said happily to everyone after she got on her Mount with a longbow in her hand. 

follow me. They can’t hold the BOSS back, so they’ve been kiting their way over there. 

Zhang Shan looked at the little fairy who was riding a horse after being revived. She was really rich. She 

was actually riding a hero’s Mount. 

Little fairy was an Archer, so her equipment should be good. 

But why was she called little demon? although this girl was not bad looking, she was not that demonic. 

... 

Of course, it might be because the game had changed the appearance of the characters too much. As for 

what the real person looked like ... 

Even boss Wu might not recognize him. After all, they had not seen each other for many years. 

“Lead the way, we’re going to kill and steal the BOSS.” 

Windcloud blade said anxiously. They could not afford to waste any more time. If they were to wait for 

the Qin players to finish off the BOSS by the time they got there, they would be in a bad mood. 

follow me. Take a detour and don’t let the Qin players on the ground see us. 

A little fairy reminded everyone. 

Zhang Shan looked into the distance. There were indeed some Qin players lying on the ground. 

The three of them rode on their horses and followed little fairy. They made a big circle and not long 

after, they saw a group of Qin players fighting a boss. 

f * ck, that’s f * cking bad. I suspect that they can’t even defeat the boss. 

Windcloud blade said after seeing the state of Qin’s players fighting the boss. 

“There’s no need to doubt it. They definitely can’t beat it.” 

Zhang Shan looked at the Qin players. It was really tragic. 

The boss had already gone berserk. The players from the state of Qin did not have any powerful tanks. 

No one could tank the boss. 

They could only kite the BOSS continuously and then be beaten to the ground. 

The red BOSS was not considered strong to Zhang Shan, but to the average player. 

It was definitely an overpowered BOSS. 

After all, not everyone was like Zhang Shan, who had a Panda ball with more than 100000 health. 

 


